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Abstract 
As a bus developer, Scania focus to construct a safe vehicle for the passengers, i.e. high strength 

of the bus structure and good comfort, which is also profitable for the operator, i.e. high 

passenger capacity and low fuel consumption. The trade-off when developing a bus body 

structure is to get both high stiffness and low weight. The bus body including exterior panels 

plays together with the chassis an important role for the stiffness of the bus. By gathering 

knowledge about how various exterior panels affects the stiffness of the bus body, the design of 

the panels can be optimized with respect to high stiffness and low weight. Also from a 

calculation point of view is it of interest to know how important different panels are for the 

stiffness of the bus body, in order to make conscious simplifications in the calculation model. 

The aim with this master thesis was to investigate how the stiffening plate, side windows and 

roof sheet influence the strength of the bus body. How the thickness of the side windows affects 

the stiffness of the bus body is also investigated. The investigations were made as a relative 

comparison between a complete bus and comparison models.  

 

The results showed that exterior panels participate in distributing load. By distributing the load, 

the load uptake gets more efficient since a bigger part of the bus structure is used to take up the 

load. The side windows affect the stiffness for all tested load cases, with increased importance 

for the load case where a gravity field is applied in the longitudinal direction, for the torsion 

load case and when a load is applied to the power train in vertical direction. The roof sheet has 

a high impact on the stiffness in the torsion load case, but has negligible influence on the 

stiffness of the bus body for the other tested load cases. The stiffening plate has little influence 

on the stiffness of the bus body in general and is negligible for all tested load cases except for 

when a lateral load is applied as either a gravity field or locally to the power train. 

 

Thinner side windows are shown to have a positive influence on the stiffness of the bus body. 
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Sammanfattning 
Som bussutvecklare, fokuserar Scania på att konstruera en buss som är säker för passagerarna, 

d.v.s. busskarossen har hög styvhet och komforten är god, och som är kostnadseffektiva för 

kunderna, d.v.s. kan ta många passagerare och har låg bränsleförbrukning. Avvägningen när 

man utvecklar en busskaross är att få både hög styvhet och låg vikt. Busskarossen inklusive 

exteriöra paneler är tillsammans med chassiet viktiga delar för bussens styvhet. Genom att få 

kunskap i hur olika exteriöra paneler påverkar styvheten av busskarossen kan dessa paneler 

optimeras med avseende på hög styvhet och låg vikt. Från beräkningssynpunkt är det också av 

intresse att få kännedom hur viktiga olika paneler är för styvheten av busskarossen för att kunna 

göra medvetna förenklingar i beräkningsmodellen. 

Syftet med detta examensarbete var att undersöka hur livplåten, sidofönster och takplåten 

påverkar styvheten av busskarossen. Hur tjockleken på sidofönstren påverkar styvheten 

undersöktes också. Undersökningarna har gjorts som en relativ jämförelse mellan en komplett 

bussmodell och jämförelsemodeller. 

Resultatet visade att exteriöra paneler har en viktig egenskap att fördela kraft. Genom att 

fördela krafter blir kraftupptagningen mer effektiv då en större del av busskarossen utnyttjas. 

Sidofönstren påverkar styvheten av busskarossen för alla undersökta lastfall, med störst 

betydelse för lastfallet då ett gravitationsfält appliceras i longitudinell riktning, för 

torsionslastfallet samt för lastfallet då drivlinan belastas i vertikal riktning. Takplåten har stor 

påverkan på karosstyvheten vid torsionslastfallet, men har i övriga lastfall en liten påverkan. 

Livplåten bidrar lite till styvheten på busskarossen för samtliga testade lastfall, förutom när 

bussen belastas lateralt med ett gravitationsfält eller lokalt på drivlinan. 

 

Tunnare sidorutor har en påvisad positiv effekt på busskarossens styvhet. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Medical Engineering can be described as the study of technology which affects or is affected by 

the human body. One example of this is to make technology safe to use and comfortable for the 

user, something that is very important in the car and bus industry. As a bus developer, Scania 

focus to construct a safe vehicle for the passengers, i.e. high strength of the bus structure and 

good comfort, and that is also profitable for the operator, i.e. high passenger capacity and low 

fuel consumption. The trade-off when developing a bus body structure is to get both high 

stiffness and low weight (Younsi, 2013). There are of course regulations that ensure that all 

buses on the market are safe for the driver and passengers. For example is the purpose of the 

R66-regulation to ensure a predefined survival space in the cabin after a crash where the bus 

rolls-over on the side (Ljungstedt, 2013). The bus body including exterior panels plays together 

with the chassis an important role for the stiffness of the bus. By gathering knowledge about 

how various exterior panels affects the stiffness of the bus body, the design of the panels can be 

optimized with respect to high stiffness and low weight. 

 

Earlier work has shown that there is a correlation between higher stiffness in the bus body and 

subjective experience of better comfort. In the work a static loading was applied for the 

stiffness analysis (Dorronsoro Beitia, 2004). Thus, by increasing the stiffness of the bus body 

the comfort can also be improved. 

 

To make a calculation on a whole bus is time consuming and if some panels can be removed, 

without affecting the results, this simplification will save computational time. From a 

calculation point of view it is therefore of interest to gain knowledge in how important different 

panels are for the stiffness of the bus body, in order to make conscious simplifications in the 

calculation model.  

 

Three exterior panels that are found interesting to investigate for their effect on the stiffness of 

the bus body are: the side windows, the roof sheet and the stiffening plate, where the stiffening 

plate is located directly below the side windows.  

 

Among these panels is the thickness of side windows one identified area where weight 

reductions are likely to be made, since some of Scania’s competitors today use thinner windows 

than what is used in Scania buses. Today Scania use 4+4 mm (doubled layered glass) in both 

their tourist and city buses, whereas Evobus and Irisbus use 3+3 mm in tourist buses and 4+4 

mm in city buses and Volvo uses 3+3 mm in both tourist and city buses (Rahm, 2013). A 

physical test has therefore been prepared where two windows with thickness 3+3mm are 

mounted in a test bus. One window is mounted over the front axle on the right hand side and the 

second window is inserted above the haft shaft on the left side of the bus. The test bus, with one 

test window pointed out is shown in Figure 1.The test will be performed during the summer 

2013 by driving the bus on Scania’s test area, where the bus runs over different obstacles.  
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Figure 1: Test bus where thinner side windows are tested. Yellow arrow points of the window, 

above the haft shaft on the left hand side, which has thickness 3+3 mm. 

1.2 Objectives 

The aim with this master thesis is to investigate how the stiffening plate, side windows and roof 

sheet influence the strength of the bus body. How the thickness of the side windows affects the 

stiffness of the bus body is also investigated. The investigation will be made as a relative 

comparison between a complete bus and comparison models.  

1.3 Limitations 

When some parts are removed or changed in the complete model, the total mass changes and 

the position of the mass centre is moved. In the gravity loading, the total force on the structure 

depends on the mass of the model and if the position of the mass centre changes it will also 

affect the results. The influence on the results is thought small and is therefore neglected in this 

investigation. 

 

The maximum values for deformation and stresses should be look at with some reservation 

since the load cases are designed for a maximum loaded bus, which the used model is not. 

Stresses and deformation are further only investigated on the bus skeleton, since this is the main 

load carrying structure in the bus body. Interior panels such as the plywood floor or the back 

seat are not investigated as well as stress on other exterior panels and chassis. 
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2 Literature 

2.1 Finite element method 

Introduction 

The finite element method (FEM) is a widely used mathematical technique to solve mechanic 

problems of solids and structures, it is a time and cost effective way to solve the problem. FEM 

is an approximate solution that solves a complex structural problem by first dividing the 

problem domain into small elements. The field variables within each element can be 

approximated by simple functions that are, together with input from the nodal values, easily 

solved. The solutions from all elements are then assembled to find the solution for the whole 

problem domain. There is a trade-off between accuracy of the solution and computational time, 

where higher accuracy, in general, leads to higher computational time. (Liu & Quek, 2003) 

 

Procedure 

The three parts needed to use the FEM are a pre-processor, a solver and a post-processor. In the 

pre-processor the setup of the problem is done, such as the modelling, meshing, choice of 

material and implementation of boundary, initial and loading conditions. Based on the setup in 

the input file, created in the pre-processor, a system of equations is created which are sent to be 

solved in the solver. In the post-processor the result can be analyzed in several different ways. 

The procedure for FEM is summoned in Figure 2, where the software used in this work are 

written within parenthesis.  

 

Pre-processor (HyperMesh) 1. Modelling 

 

2. Meshing 

 

3. Material 

 

4. BC, IC and LC 

  Solver (Abaqus) 5. Solve 

  Post-processor (HyperView) 6. Analyze results 

Figure 2: Procedure of FEM. The software used in this thesis are written within parenthesis.  

1. Modelling 

In the modelling phase the 3D-geometry of the problem is substituted by different 

elements that correspond to the engineering performance of each part. In each 

FEM-software there are a finite number of different elements available. Each element 

consists of a predefined number of nodes and degrees of freedom. The characteristics of 

the geometry and what accuracy is needed decide which element is used. Often a part of 

the structure is either thin or long compared to its other dimension and can then be 

modelled by 2D-elements (shell and plate) or 1D- elements (rod, bar and spring) 

respectively. If two surfaces will be in contact during loading, this contact is predefined 

in the modelling state.  

 

2. Meshing 
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Each element is discretized into several small elements in the meshing procedure. By 

creating smaller elements a better approximation is obtained, but it also leads to higher 

computational time.  

3. Material 

Material properties are given to the each parts. This step is easily performed since the 

material is known from before and the engineer simply has to fill in the correct values in 

the software. 

4. BC, IC and LC 

Boundary, initial and loading conditions has to be set in order for the software to know 

how the model is to be loaded. 

5. Solver 

To solve a problem is a task for the computer. The engineer collect all the work done in 

the pre-processor in an input-file (.inp) and this file is then ready to be solve by the 

computer. The input file is normally sent to a cluster to be solved since the local disc 

usually is too small to process the solution. 

6. Analyze results 

The results are visualized in the post-processor, where colourful schemes of the e.g. 

displacement and stress fields can be obtained. If the results don’t look reasonable the 

engineer has to go back to the pre-processor and correct the mistakes. This process is 

iterated until the results look reasonable and further analysis of the results is then done. 

2.2 FEM- elements 

There are many different FE-elements available in the software. The most common used 

elements in this report are presented below.  

Spring 

A spring element consists of two nodes and only deforms in one direction. It has one degree of 

freedom, d.o.f., for axial displacement in each end. 

 

Beam  

A beam is a 1D-element with one node in each end, that has the geometry of a straight bar with 

arbitrary cross-section. A beam element only deforms when exposed to transversal loading and 

then deforms as in bending. 

 

MPC beam 

MPC elements are infinitely stiff elements used to transfer load between two nodes. For a MPC 

beam the displacements and rotation in both ends are exactly the same. In this report 

MPC-beams are e.g. used to model stiff bellows in the axles and tires.  

 

Shell 

Shell elements are 2D elements and can be used to model geometries where the thickness is 

little compared to the characteristic lengths. Shell elements may have three (triangular) or four 
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nodes (quadrilateral) are responding to both in-plane forces, i.e. membrane forces, and out-of 

plane forces, i.e. bending forces. 

2.3 Strain energy 

An elastic body deforms when loaded, and the work done to deform the structure from a 

stress-free reference state to a loaded state is stored up in the structure as strain energy. The 

stored strain energy can be used in a later event to fully reverse the deformation. (Lundh, 2000) 

 

A stiffer structure will deform less compared to a more flexible structure when subjected to the 

same loading, and the stiffer structure will therefore gain less strain energy than the more 

flexible. Based on this definition one can conclude that the strain energy can be a measurement 

for the stiffness of a structure. 

 

The measured displacement that corresponds to rigid body motion should be interpreted as 

translation, since the structure doesn’t deform. The software counts all displacements, even 

translation, as deformation, which gives high strain energy if rigid body motion is present. One 

must therefore be careful when comparing absolute values of strain energies. In general higher 

strain energy equals more deformation, but the strain energy will be overestimated if rigid body 

motion is present. 

 

Example:  

A simple case to understand the idea of using strain energy as a measurement for stiffness is to 

study two linear elastic springs with different stiffness, kA and kB, subjected to the same load, F.  

 

 
 

According to the definition of strain energy for springs, the relation between strain energy in the 

spring, SE, the spring constant, k, and elongation, u, is given by (eq. 1).  

(eq. 1)    
   

 
    

 

The definition of a force subjected to a spring is given in (eq. 2), which could be easily 

imagined by thinking that a more flexible spring gets more elongated than a stiffer spring for 

the same load.  

(eq. 2)      
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By merging (eq. 1) and (eq. 2), (eq. 3) is given,  

(eq. 3)    
 

 
 

  

  
 

  

  
 

 

which shows that a higher stiffness in the spring gives lower strain energy for the same load 

applied. Thus, the relationship between stiffness and strain energy are inversely related, see (eq. 

4), and strain energy can be used as a measurement of stiffness. (Dorronsoro Beitia, 2004) 

 

(eq. 4) 
   

   
 

  

  
 

 

2.4 Displacement and stresses 

To investigate displacements is the most intuitive way to decide if the stiffness has changed 

between two models, where larger displacements equal less stiffness. Displacements are 

computed exactly in every node in the model and are continuous over the model meaning that 

the displacement value in adjoining nodes doesn’t vary much. The standard notation for 

displacement in x, y and z are u, v and w, respectively.  

 

Stress is appropriate to use to find local deformation. The formula for stress is found in (eq. 5). 

Stresses arise when the displacement of the nodes in an element, de, are moving in relation to 

each other. Stress is determined by interpolation of the nodal displacements, where the 

interpolation formulas are stored in the interpolation matrix, B, in (eq. 5). Stress can differ 

much between adjoining elements and when stress is compared. Apart from nodal 

displacements, stress is also affected by material properties, i.e. Young’s modulus, E, in (eq. 5). 

Stiffer materials have a higher value for Young’s modulus, and thus get higher stresses in the 

element for the same displacement. 

 

(eq. 5)                where B contain the derivatives of the shape 

functions. 

 

To get an idea of what values are reasonable for stress it is of interest to know what the stress 

fatigue limit for 10
5
 cycles is. The limit for steel is about ≤ 290 MPa and for aluminium ≤135 

MPa. 
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3 Method 

3.1 Modelling 

Simulations were performed by using the finite element method (FEM). HyperMesh v. 11.0 

was used as pre-processor, Abaqus v.6.12 as solver and HyperView v. 11.0 as post-processor. 

The investigation was made as a relative comparison between a finite element model of a 

complete Scania Intercity bus with length 14.8 meter that was compared to finite element 

models where the complete bus is modified. This bus model was chosen to be studied since it is 

Scania’s bus model that suffers from the highest loading (Younsi, 2013). Comparison models 

were created by removing the investigated panel. Too see the effect of changing the thickness 

of a panel; two comparison models where the thickness of the side windows is changed were 

also created. Scania-standard load cases for bus body were used in the simulations. Three load 

cases were applied as a gravitational field, one in each principal direction of the global 

coordinate system. One load was applied as a torsion force at the front axle, and three load cases 

were applied to the power train, one in each principal direction of the global coordinate system. 

For the investigation of different thickness of the windows, only the gravity and torsion load 

cases were used. 

3.2 Analysis method 

The stiffness analysis is performed as a relative comparison between the complete model and 

one comparison model at the time. Changes in stiffness is thus of more interest than the 

maximum values obtained.  To investigate the stiffness of the models the following measures 

were used: 

 Strain energy 

 Displacement and von Mises stress 

 

Strain energy is a fast and easy measurement to get an answer if there is a global difference in 

stiffness by the two simulations. The total strain energy of the model is directly obtained in the 

result file (.dat- file) and it is easy to compare since it is a single number. The relative difference 

in total strain energy was computed with (eq. 1).  In the results, a decrease in strain energy 

marked with green since it means that the stiffness has increased (= better bus) and if the strain 

energy has increased it is marked with red (=worse bus). 

 

(eq. 1)         
                   –                      

                
   

 

Displacements are used to detect rigid body motion and to find both global and local 

deformation. Stresses are used as a complement to displacements in finding local deformation. 

In areas with higher magnitudes or change in displacement or stress, reference points and 

reference areas are chosen to numerically compare displacement and stresses, respectively. A 

reference point correspond to a single node where displacement is investigated and a reference 

area correspond to 5-8 adjoining elements where mean von Mises stress is computed. For the 

investigation in this thesis, appropriate reference points and areas are found on the side and roof 

body pillars. Standard positions on side body pillars are in the lower part, close to the floor, on 
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the middle part and one point at the roof, see Figure 3. Which node and elements that 

correspond to a reference point and area is described in Appendix B. 

 

The position of each reference point is described by three letters. The first letter indicates the 

section, i.e. A to K is possible, see Figure 4. The second letter refer to position of the side body 

pillar, e.g. F= floor, M=middle and T=top, and the third letter refer to either the right hand side, 

R, or the left hand side, L, of the bus from the drivers viewpoint. For example is the reference 

point on the middle of the side body pillar in section G on the right hand side referred to as 

GMR. 

  

   

Figure 3: Reference points on side body pillars. 

 

 

Figure 4: Numbering of sections 

 

 

Floor (F) 

Middle (M) 

Top (T) 
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4 Models and Load Cases 

A FE-model of a Scania Intercity bus with length 14.8 meter, where all parts are modelled and 

meshed, is picked from earlier work and is opened in the pre-processor HyperMesh version 

11.0. The original model is used in various calculations on a whole bus at Scania and is verified 

and validated. Documentation of modelling of the axles is found in (Wagman, 2013) but 

documentation of the whole bus model is unfortunately missing. The original model is in this 

report named non_modified.inp. In HyperMesh the original model is carefully studied: parts 

that aren’t of interest in this work, e.g. gas tanks and hybrid on the roof, are removed and 

identified inaccuracies are corrected. All changes made on non_modified.inp are found in 

Appendix A and the file where all changes have been done, thus the complete model for this 

work, is named cplt.inp. Comparison models, where different parts of the complete model are 

removed or changed, are created in HyperMesh and are exported from HyperMesh as an 

Abaqus input file, .inp. The complete model is in the following text also referred to as the 

reference model, since the results from the various comparison models are compared to the 

complete/reference model.  

 

All models created in for this project are listed in Table 1, where also the total mass and position 

of centre of mass in each model is written. The coordinates for the centre of mass refer to the 

global coordinate system which has its origin at the middle of a line imagined going through the 

front axle. The abbreviations used to name the model file are as following: cplt= complete bus, 

nside= no stiffening plate, nroof= no roof sheet, nwindow= no side windows, w3mm= windows 

with thickness 3+3mm, w5mm= windows with thickness 5+5mm. 

 

Description of model Model file (.inp) Mass [10
3
 kg] 

Complete (Reference) model cplt 15.75 

Complete model, no stiffening plate cplt_nside 15.62 

Complete model, no roof sheet cplt _nroof 15.65 

Complete model, no windows cplt _nwindow 15.12 

Complete model, window 3+3mm cplt_w3mm 15.59 

Complete model, window 5+5mm cplt_w5mm 15.91 

Table 1: List of all models used for the simulations 

The Abaqus input file, still just containing the geometry of the model, is opened in the text 

reader EditPro. In EditPro the sought load case for the current simulation is added by 

implementing text lines with Abaqus syntax. 

 

4.1 Reference bus model 

In Figure 5 the FE model of the reference bus is shown with the investigated exterior panels 

pointed out with arrows. As mentioned in the method, the model is a Scania Intercity bus of 

length 14.8 meter. The reference bus has three axles and the middle one is the half shaft, giving 

it the axle configuration 6x2*4. The silencer is of the type “EURO 5” and the power train is 

rear-mid-mounted. On the right hand side of the bus, there are three door openings. The bus is 
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reinforced around its axles to fulfil the R66 roll-over requirement (also called 

R66-reinforcement). 

 

 

Figure 5: Picture of the reference bus, an Intercity bus with length 14.8 m. 

 

Masses 

Load carrying structure (bus skeleton, panels, floor, windows, chassis frame) is modelled as 

well as heavy components such as power train, axles, cooler and AC-aggregate. The bus is 

loaded with 61 sitting passengers (70 kg/passenger) distributed in the bus. In the model focus is 

to give each part the correct strength properties. The density of different parts is set with respect 

to get the correct service weight, mass distribution and mass centre and does not have to 

correspond to the actual material used. (Hult, 2013) 

 

Side windows, Roof sheet, Stiffening plate 

In the FEM-model the side windows, stiffening plate and roof sheet are modelled as shell 

elements with different thickness and material parameters, see Table 2. Double layers of glass, 

4+4 mm, is used for the side windows. When the windows are delivered from the supplier, the 

double layer glass is already mounted into one piece, the side windows are therefore modelled 

as 8 mm thick. The roof sheet, made out of a 1.2 mm thick aluminium plate. The stiffening plate 

is made out of aluminium with the thickness 4.5 mm.  

 

Part 

Thickness 

[mm] 

Structural 

mass [kg] Material 

Youngs' 

modulus [MPa] 

Density 

[ton/mm^3] 

Stiffening 

plate 4.5 132 Aluminium 70000 2.7E-09 

Roof sheet 1.2 97 Aluminium 70000 2.7E-09 

Side window 8 555 Glass 70000 2.5E-09 

Stiffening plate 

Side windows 

Roof sheet 
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Table 2: Data for the stiffening plate, roof sheet and side window on the reference model. 

 

The glue that is used to mount the side windows and roof sheet are modelled with linear elastic 

springs. In each connection there are three spring, with different spring constants in each 

principal directions. Earlier work has used different values for the spring constants that are very 

scattered. The values of the constants used in this work have been controlled in such way that 

they serve the purpose to keep the window in the right position. If too weak constants are used, 

the window will move in a way that is not physically reasonable. A spring connection around a 

window is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6: Modelling of glue around windows. Three spring connections within the yellow 

rectangle are enlarged in the right picture. Each spring connection contains three spring 

element, in the picture to the right is there are therefore nine spring elements, but only three are 

visible. 

The rivets that attach the stiffening plate to the bus skeleton are modelled with beam elements, 

see Figure 7. 

   

Figure 7: Modelling of rivets to attach stiffening plate. One beam element within the yellow 

rectangle is enlarged in the picture to the right.  
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Axles 

The axles are modelled with stiff beams connected to the chassis via beam and spring elements 

representing the torque rods. The bushing of the torque rods are modelled by spring elements. 

The bellows and tires are modelled by MPC beam elements. The models contain anti-roll bar 

modelled by beam elements connected to the axles and the frames by spring elements and MPC 

beam elements. The wheel suspension is modelled with beam elements. 

 

     

Figure 8: Front and rear axles of the reference bus 

 

Power train 

The power train is modelled with two lumped masses, one for the engine with 980 kg and the 

other for the gearbox with 380 kg. The masses are connected with the bus structure through stiff 

beam elements and springs, representing the engine mounts. 

 

Figure 9: Modelling of power train. Lumped masses marked in picture. 

4.2 Comparison models 

No side windows- cplt_nwindow 

The side windows together with the spring elements around the windows are removed in model 

cplt_nwindow, see Figure 10. 

Engine: 980kg 

Gearbox: 380kg 
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Figure 10: FE-model cplt_nwindow 

No roof sheet- cplt_nroof 

In cplt_nroof the roof sheet and its belonging spring elements, modelling the glue, are removed, 

see Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: FE-model cplt_nroof 

No stiffening plate- cplt_nside 

The lower side plate, the panel below the stiffening plate, is designed to be a physical protection 

along the side and have no bearing properties. In the complete model, the lower side plate is 

only connected with rod elements along its upper end to the stiffening plate and in some areas to 

other bus structure. When the comparison model cplt_nside is created, the stiffening plate is 

removed along with the rod connections to the lower side plate, see Figure 12. New rod 

element- connections between the upper part of the lower side plate and the bus structure are 

therefore created, see Figure 13.  
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Figure 12: FE-model cplt_nside 

 

Figure 13: Connection between lower side panel and bus structure. There is only a connection 

along the upper side of the lower side plate and connections are made with rod elements. 

 Changed thickness of side windows- cplt_w3mm, cplt_w5mm 

Models cplt_w3mm and cplt_w5mm have been created by modifying the complete model in 

terms of changing the thickness of the side windows, without removing any elements. 

Cplt_w3mm and cplt_w5mm contain the complete model but the thickness of the side windows 

is changed from 8 (4+4) to 6 mm (3+3) and 10 mm (5+5) respectively. 

4.3 Load cases 

Seven different load cases are used in this study. Common for the load cases is that they are all 

applied as an equivalent load amplitude, which is a static load, that corresponds to a dynamic 

testing of 10
5
 load cycles (Ericsson, Peter, 2013). The used load cases are: 

 

 Gravity load cases: Gravity field applied to the whole bus in the vertical, longitudinal 

and lateral direction. 

 Torsion load case: Concentrated force applied to the front axle. 

 Power train load cases: Acceleration only applied to the lumped masses in the power 

train, in the vertical, longitudinal and lateral direction. 
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The gravity field in the vertical direction aim to model irregularities in the roads when both tires 

on one axle are equally raised and then lowered, e.g. when passing a speed bumper. A gravity 

field in the longitudinal direction is applied to model when a bus brakes. In a sharp turn, high 

acceleration in the lateral direction occurs, which is modelled by a gravitational field in the 

lateral direction. The torsion load aim to model road irregularities where e.g. on tire goes down 

into a hole. The power train load cases are added since the power train is heavy compared to 

other parts of the bus, and the local effect from the power train is therefore studied.  

 

Since the gravitational load cases are applied to the whole bus, those load cases will depend on 

the mass of the bus and its mass distribution. The force generated by the gravitational load case 

will thus differ between different models. The forces generated in the power train and torsion 

load cases are the same for all models and are not depending on the mass of structure. In Table 

3 the amplitude and direction for the different load cases with respect to the global coordinate 

system are written. The value for g is taken as 9820 mm/s^2 and the global coordinate system is 

shown in Figure 14.  

 

The boundary conditions associated with the gravitational and torsion load cases for the bus 

body are documented in technical report 7016531 (Wall, 2013).The boundary conditions are of 

the type constraint or point force. The point forces are computed for each model since they vary 

with different parameters in the model, e.g. total mass, amplitude of applied acceleration and 

sometimes also the position for the centre of mass is included. How to compute the point forces 

for each load case is described in Appendix C. Boundary conditions for the power train load 

cases are not included in 7016531. In this paper, similar boundary conditions are used for the 

power train load cases as for the gravitational load cases for the same direction of applied 

acceleration. The only difference between the gravitational and power train boundary 

conditions is that the point forces are replaced by constraints in the direction of the 

recommended force in the power train load cases. If the point forces would have been computed 

with the same formula as for the gravitational load cases, then the magnitude of the point forces 

would become much higher than the force generate by the acceleration on the power train. The 

purpose of the load case would thereby go missing.  

 

In Table 3 the boundary conditions are described by the number of the tire according to the 

numbering of tires in the FE-models, see Figure 14, followed by the direction of the constraint 

or point load. The direction of the point load is assigned with the correct sign according to the 

global coordinate system.  

 

Load case Direction Constraint  Point load 

Gravity, vertical -Z 1) xz 2) xyz 3,4) z 5,6) z 

Gravity, 

longitudinal 
-X 1) xz 2) xyz 3,4,5,6) z 3,4,5,6) x 

Gravity, lateral -Y 1,4,5,6) z 2)xyz 3) yz 5) y 

Torsion rotX 3) xz 4) xyz, roty 5,6) z 1) –z 2) z 

Power train, 

vertical 
-Z 1) xz 2)xyz 3,4,5,6)z - 
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Load case Direction Constraint  Point load 

Power train, 

longitudinal 
-X 1,3,4) xz 2) xyz 5,6) z - 

Power train, lateral -Y 1,4,6) z 2)xyz 3,5) yz - 

Table 3: Load cases for bus body under fatigue load. 

 

 

 
 

  

Figure 14: Numbering of tires in all models 

5 2 

1 

3 

4 6 
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5 Results and discussion 

The complete bus is at first studied how it responds to each load case. Thereafter is a 

comparison to see how the stiffness changes when the same load is applied to the comparison 

models. In the results, the simulation from which the result is obtained, load cases and models 

are referred to with the name used in Table 4. Reference points are entitled with their three letter 

abbreviation defined earlier. 

 

The strain energy, the displacement in reference points and stresses in reference areas are 

supposed to be used as comparison values and no interpretation of the maximum values. All 

values for strain energy, displacement, von Mises stress and the relative values are rounded to 

integers. If the difference is found in the first decimal, and if this finding is a reason for other 

results it will thought be mentioned. 

  

5.1 List of simulations 

36 simulations have been performed and are used in the results, see Table 4. The name of the 

simulation is a combination of [load case] + [model], where the name for model sometimes is 

shortened, e.g. model name cplt_nwindow is shortened to nwindow in the name for the 

simulation. Abbreviations used for the load cases are as follow: g= gravity, vert= vertical, 

long=longitudinal, lat= lateral, pwr= power train, faxle= front axle. The abbreviations used for 

the model is stated earlier. 
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Simulation Load case Model 

g_vert_cplt 

g_vert 

cplt 

g_vert_nwindow cplt_nwindow 

g_vert_cplt_w3mm cplt_w3mm 

g_vert_cplt_w5mm cplt_w5mm 

g_vert_nroof cplt_nroof 

g_vert_nside cplt_nside 

g_long_cplt 

g_long 

cplt 

g_long_nwindow cplt_nwindow 

g_long_cplt_w3mm cplt_w3mm 

g_long_cplt_w5mm cplt_w5mm 

g_long_nroof cplt_nroof 

g_long_nside cplt_nside 

g_lat_cplt 

g_lat 

cplt 

g_lat_nwindow cplt_nwindow 

g_lat_cplt_w3mm cplt_w3mm 

g_lat_cplt_w5mm cplt_w5mm 

g_lat_nroof cplt_nroof 

g_lat_nside cplt_nside 

faxle_torsion_cplt 

faxle_torsion 

cplt 

faxle_torsion_nwindow cplt_nwindow 

faxle_torsion_cplt_w3mm cplt_w3mm 

faxle_torsion_cplt_w5mm cplt_w5mm 

faxle_torsion_nroof cplt_nroof 

faxle_torsion_nside cplt_nside 

pwr_vert_cplt 

pwr_vert 

cplt 

pwr_vert_nwindow cplt_nwindow 

pwr_vert_nroof cplt_nroof 

pwr_vert_nside cplt_nside 

pwr_long_cplt 

pwr_long 

cplt 

pwr_long_nwindow cplt_nwindow 

pwr_long_nroof cplt_nroof 

pwr_long_nside cplt_nside 

pwr_lat_cplt 

pwr_lat 

cplt 

pwr_lat_nwindow cplt_nwindow 

pwr_lat_nroof cplt_nroof 

pwr_lat_nside cplt_nside 

Table 4: List of all simulations 
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5.2 Complete bus 

5.2.1 Strain energy 

Strain energies for the reference bus are found in Table 5.  

 

Simulation Total SE [J] 

g_vert_cplt 140 

g_long_cplt  281 

g_lat_cplt  102 

faxle_torsion_cplt  1386 

pwr_vert_cplt 534 

pwr_long_cplt 13 

pwr_lat_cplt 96 

Table 5: Strain energy (SE) for the reference bus. 

5.2.2 Gravity, vertical – complete bus 

 

Increased z-displacement in rear part 

The result from g_vert_cplt shows that the whole bus body has a deformation in negative 

z-direction. In the rear part and the magnitude of the deformation is higher in the area behind 

the haft shaft, due to the high local load from the power train. Highest z-displacement is found 

in section K, and in reference point KTR the z-displacement is w= -6 mm, see Figure 15. The 

displacements in x- and y- direction are small compared to the z-displacements. 

 

 

Figure 15: Z-displacement in g_vert_cplt, shown with deformation factor 50.  

Increased stresses at lower part of side body pillars 

Since the direction of the gravity field is along the negative z-axis, the load is transferred to the 

lower part of the bus, which gives higher stresses in the lower part of the side body pillars. 

Increased stresses are e.g. found in section H where the side pillars are connected to the floor, at 

reference point HFL the von Mises stress is 23 MPa, see Figure 16.  

KTR, w= -6 mm 
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Figure 16: von Mises stress in g_vert_cplt. Deformation factor 50. 

5.2.3 Gravity, longitudinal- complete bus 

 

High rigid body motion in the x-direction 

The tires in the front axle are constrained in x-displacement and high deformation is found in 

the wheel suspension in the front axle. It was found that the x-displacement over the bellow on 

the left side of the front axle, i.e. node number 277 in the model, is u= -12 mm, see Figure 17. 

The whole bus therefore is moving in negative x-direction in the global coordinate system, i.e. 

rigid body motion occurs. 

  

Figure 17: X-displacement in g_long_cplt, shown with deformation factor 20. 

 

High rigid body motion in the y-direction 

Only the left tire at the front axle is fully constrained in translation and the right tire at the front 

axle is constrained in x and z, but can thus move in the y-direction, whereas the rest of the tires 

are free to move in the x-y plane. The gravity field in the x-direction will therefore give a 

moment loading about the negative z-axis, imagined to be place in tire 2, giving a large 

y-displacement in the whole bus. This is thus a second contribution to the rigid body motion in 

g_long_cplt. A maximum of the y-displacement is found in the rearmost part. In reference point 

KTL the y-displacement is v= -23 mm, see Figure 18. 

HFL, vM= 23 MPa 

u= -12 mm 
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Figure 18: Y-displacement in g_long_cplt, shown with deformation factor 20. 

Low stresses 

Since most of the load is taken up in the front axle, it generated high stresses in the front axle. 

Rigid body motion doesn’t give any stresses and therefore are the stresses in the bus body for 

g_long_cplt are in general very small. In the reference point CML, increase stresses are found 

compared to the rest of the bus body since this area is close to tire 2, which is fully constraint in 

displacement. In reference point CML the mean stress is 7 MPa, see Figure 19. There are 

relatively higher stresses found in the roof structure over the door-opening between section E 

and F, since the door-opening makes the structure locally weaker, see Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 19: von Mises stress in g_long_cplt, shown with deformation factor 50. 

KTL, v= -23 mm 

CML, vM= 7MPa 
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Figure 20: von Mises stresses in g_long_cplt, shown with deformation factor 200 

5.2.4 Gravity, lateral- complete bus 

 

Shearing of bus body in y-z-plane 

The model is constrained in the y-direction in tire 2 and 3, and in tire 5 there is a point load in 

the positive y-direction. When the gravity field is applied in the lateral direction (y-direction) 

the bus body is shearing in the y-z plane. The main displacement for g_lat_cplt therefore occurs 

in the y-direction and the highest y-displacement is found in the roof at the rear part of the bus. 

In reference point KTR and KTL the y-displacement is v= -10 mm, see Figure 21. 

Z-displacements are found with the maximum magnitudes ± 3 mm, with positive values along 

the right hand side and negative values along the left hand side of the bus. In reference point 

KTR the z-displacement is w= 2 mm and in reference point KTL w= -2 mm, see Figure 21. The 

displacement in the x-direction is very small. 

 

 

Figure 21: Y-displacement in g_lat_cplt, shown with deformation factor 30. 

Shear stress in side body pillars at connection to roof and floor 

Shear stress is present in the connections between the side body pillars and the roof and floor, 

especially on side body pillars at sections G to I. In for example reference point GTL the mean 

von Mises stress is 57 MPa, see Figure 22.  

KTR, v= -10 mm, w= 2 mm 

KTL, v= -10 mm w= -2 mm 
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Figure 22: von Mises stresses in g_lat_cplt, shown with deformation factor 30. 

Increased stress in constrained area 

Von Mises stresses on the side body pillars at section D are significantly higher than at 

adjoining sections. The bus is constrained on the left hand side in the tire both at the front axle 

and at the haft shaft. The force generated between these constraints therefore gives high loads 

on the side body pillar at section D. At reference point DFL the mean stress is 33 MPa, see 

Figure 23.  

 

 

Figure 23: von Mises stresses in g_lat_cplt, shown with deformation factor 30. 

5.2.5 Torsion- complete bus 

 

High shearing in whole bus, especially around front axle 

The simulation faxle_torsion_cplt gave the highest strain energy of all simulations done on the 

complete model, and the deformation is also shown to be high compared to the results from the 

other load cases. The deformation around the front axle is high in both y- and z-direction. At the 

reference point BTR the y-displacement is v= 22 mm and the z-displacement is w= -23 mm, see 

Figure 24. The force is distributed away from the source such that the highest y-displacement is 

found in section K; reference point KTR shows a y-displacement of v= 25 mm, see Figure 25.  

DFL, vM= 33 MPa 

GTL, vM= 57 MPa 
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Figure 24: Y-displacement in faxle_torsion_cplt, shown with deformations factor 10. 

 

Figure 25: Y-displacement in faxle_torsion_cplt, shown with deformations factor 10. 

High shear stress in side body pillars at connection to roof and floor 

The high twisting motion found in the bus body give raise to high local stresses on the bus 

skeleton. As in the simulation g_lat_cplt, the bus body is shearing in the y-z plane which gives 

increased local stresses in the side pillars at their connection to both the roof and floor. In 

reference point GTL, the mean von Mises stress is 108 MPa see Figure 26. In reference point 

IFL the mean von Mises stress is 90 MPa, see Figure 27.  

BTR, v=22 mm, w=-23 mm 

KTR, v=25 mm 
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Figure 26: von Mises stress in faxle_torsion_cplt. Picture is shown with deformation factor 20. 

 

Figure 27:von Mises stress for faxle_torsion_cplt. Picture is shown with deformation factor 1. 

5.2.6 Power train load cases- complete bus 

 

The local loading give rise to local deformation, such that the highest deformation is found in 

the rear part of the bus for all power train load cases. The load case pwr_vert applies the highest 

magnitude of acceleration to the power train, for all power train load cases, and a higher local 

deformation is therefore found in pwr_vert_cplt compared to pwr_long_cplt and pwr_lat_cplt. 

For pwr_vert_cplt in reference point KTL the z-displacement is -11 mm, see Figure 28. In 

pwr_lat_cplt there is mostly deformation in the chassis but higher y-displacement is also found 

in the lower part of section J to K. In reference point KML the y-displacement is v= -6 mm, see 

Figure 29. Negligible deformation is present in pwr_long_cplt. 

 

GTL, vM= 108 MPa 

IFL, vM= 90 MPa 
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Figure 28: Z-displacement in pwr_vert_cplt, shown with deformation factor 50. 

 

Figure 29: Y-deformation in pwr_lat_cplt, shown with deformation factor 20. 

  

KTL, w= -11 mm 

KML, y= -6 mm 
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5.3 Effect of Side Windows 

5.3.1 Strain energy- no side windows 

The strain energies for all models without side windows are shown in Table 6.  

 

Simulation Total SE [J] Δ SE [%] 

g_vert_nwindow 146 5 

g_long_nwindow 262 -7 

g_lat_nwindow 88 -14 

faxle_torsion_nwindow 2182 57 

pwr_vert_nwindow 670 25 

pwr_long_nwindow 13 2 

pwr_lat_nwindow 101 5 

Table 6: Strain energies for simulations without side windows. ΔSE [%] is computed as in (eq. 

1). 

5.3.2 Gravity, vertical – no side windows 

 

Increased local deformation in rear part 

A gravity field is applied in the vertical direction and the force generated from the mass of the 

roof structure is then led downwards only through the side body pillars. If the side windows are 

mounted in the bus, they can also permit a way for the load to be transferred. The load on the 

side body pillars will therefore increase significantly, when the side windows are removed. 

Since the load is less distributed to the whole bus is the local loading increased in the rear part. 

It is seen in reference point KTR that the z-displacement increase from -6 mm to -8 mm, i.e. an 

increase of 25%, whereas the z-displacement is unchanged in reference point GTR. A picture of 

g_vert_nwindow and g_vert_cplt with investigated reference points is shown in Figure 30. By 

looking at the strain energy it is seen that the global deformation increases, since the strain 

energy increase by +5%. Thus, a more equal load distribution over the structure, as in 

g_vert_cplt, makes the bus to take up load more efficient. 

 

Increased stresses on side body pillars 

Since the load on the side body pillars increases significantly, so will also the stress on the side 

body pillars increase. In g_vert_nwindow the side body pillars suffer from increased stresses on 

the middle and top part of side body pillars.  
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5.3.3 Gravity, longitudinal- no side windows 

 

Less mass giving less global deformation 

As for g_long_cplt, there is high rigid body motion also in g_long_nwindow, since there is no 

difference in the front axle modelling between the two models. For the global deformation, the 

bus structure from the tires up to the side windows, has higher x-displacement for g_long_cplt. 

The reason for this is that the complete bus is 550 kg heavier, see Table 2, i.e. the weight of the 

side windows. Less mass gives less force, which leads to that the strain energy decrease for 

g_long_nwindow by -7%.  

 

Increased shearing of side body pillars 

It is normally argued that lower strain energy gives less deformation, but for this case it is 

misleading. The high global deformation is mostly caused by the high rigid body motion. The 

local deformation is on the other hand much more significant in g_long_nwindow, where the 

side body pillars get high shear deformation, see Figure 31. The difference in x-displacement 

between the reference point EML and ETL, i.e. on the middle and top part of the side body 

pillar in section E, increases from 0 to 1 mm for g_long_nwindow compared to g_long_cplt, see 

Figure 32.  

 

Figure 30: Comparison of z-displacement between g_vert_cplt and g_vert_nwindow. 
Pictures are shown with deformation factor 50 and the same colour scaling. 

 

KTR, w= -8 mm  

GTR, w= -1 mm  

KTR, w= -6 mm  
GTR, w= -1 mm

   

G_vert_nwindow G_vert_cplt 
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Increased shear stress at side body pillars 

The high local deformation in the side body pillars for g_long_nwindow also causes high von 

Mises stresses locally at the middle and top part of the side body pillars. In reference point CML 

the von Mises stress increase from 7 MPa for g_long_cplt, to 20 MPa for g_long_nwindow, i.e. 

an increase by 186%. In reference point CTL the increase is with 350 %, from 2 to 9 MPa, see 

Figure 33. Side windows thus help to distribute the load to the frame surrounding the window, 

but when they are removed the load can only be transferred via the side body pillars. 

Figure 32: Comparison of x-displacement side body pillar in section E on the LHS, between 
g_long_nwindow and g_long_cplt. Both pictures are shown with deformation factor 200. 

G_long_nwindow G_long_cplt 

ETL, u= -14 mm  
ETL, u= -14 mm   

EML, u= -13 mm 

EML, u= -14 mm 

Figure 31: Comparison of x-displacement between g_long_nwindow and g_long_cplt. Deformation factor 
200 and same colour scaling is used. 

G_long_nwindow G_long_cplt 
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5.3.4 Gravity, lateral- no side windows 

Y-displacement slightly decreased 

When the side windows are remove the force generated by the mass of the windows is also 

removed. The force acting on the roof will therefore decrease, which gives a decrease in 

y-displacement in the roof. In reference point BTL the y-displacement decreases from -9 to -8 

mm and for reference point KTL it decreases from -10 to -9 mm, when g_lat_nwindow is 

compared to g_lat_cplt. In the x- and z-directions only small changes in displacements are 

found between g_lat_cplt and g_lat_nwindow. 

 

 
Figure 34: Comparison of y-displacement between g_lat_nwindow and g_lat_cplt .Both pictures 
are shown with deformation factor 50 and the same colour scaling. 

G_lat_nwindow G_lat_cplt 

KTL, v= -10 mm   
KTL, v= -9 mm   

BTL, v= -8 mm   
BTL, v= -9 mm   

Figure 33: Comparison of von Mises stresses on side body pillar C on left hand side of the bus between 
g_long_nwindow and g_long_cplt. Pictures are shown with deformation factor 50 and the same colour 
scaling. 

G_long_nwindow G_long_cplt 

CTL, vM=9 MPa 

CML, vM=20 MPa 

CTL, vM=2 MPa 

CML, vM=7 MPa 
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Stresses slightly decreased 

The decreased loading on the side pillars and in the roof also results in lower stresses for 

g_lat_nwindow. In reference point DFL the mean von Mises stress in g_lat_nwindow is 28MPa, 

i.e. -15% compared to the value for g_lat_cplt, and in reference point GTL the mean von Mises 

stress is 53 MPa, i.e. -7%. 

5.3.5 Torsion – no side windows 

Increased local deformation in front part of the bus 

The effect of windows to distribute load is clearly seen in the torsion load case. In 

faxle_torsion_nwindow there is local deformation at the front axle, but the load is not 

transferred backwards giving another local deformation in the rearmost part of the bus as for 

faxle_torsion_cplt. As seen in Figure 35, the y-displacement at reference point BTR increases 

with 164% and the z-displacement with 87% when faxle_torsion_nwindow is compared to 

faxle_torsion_cplt. In Figure 36 it is seen that the y-displacement for the reference point KTR 

decrease by -60% (-15 mm) for faxle_torsion_nwindow compared to faxle_torsion_cplt. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 35: Comparison of y-displacement distribution over the whole bus. The same deformation 
factor 15 is used, but the colour scaling is not the same. 

Faxle_torsion_nwindow Faxle_torsion_cplt 

BTR, v=22 mm, w=-23 mm BTR, v=58 mm, w= -43 mm 
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Highly increased shear stress on side body pillars 

The stresses are highly increased on middle and top part of side body pillars for 

faxle_torsion_nwindow. In reference point CML, the mean von Mises stress increased by 

491%, from 43 to 254 MPa, when side windows were removed from the reference bus, see 

Figure 37.  

 

 
Decreased global stiffness 

By not distributing the load to the whole bus, the deformation magnitudes and stresses get 

higher, which decrease the stiffness of the bus body. The high increase in strain energy when 

Figure 37: Comparison of von Mises stresses at side body pillar C on the RHS between 
faxle_torsion_nwindow and faxle_torsion_cplt. Same deformation factor, 15, and same colour 

scale, 0-100 MPa, is used in both pictures. 

Faxle_torsion_nwindow Faxle_torsion_cplt 

CML, vM= 254 MPa CML, vM= 43 MPa 

Figure 36: Comparison of y-displacement between faxle_torsion_nwindow and faxle_torsion_cplt. 
The same deformation factor 15 is used, but the colour scaling is not the same. 

Faxle_torsion_nwindow Faxle_torsion_cplt 

KTR, v=25 mm, w=-2 mm 
KTR, v=10 mm, w= -3 mm 
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faxle_torsion_nwindow is compared to faxle_torsion_cplt, i.e. +58%, tells us that by removing 

the side windows the global stiffness of the bus body decreases significantly. 

5.3.6 Power train load cases for cplt_nwindow 

Increased local deformation for pwr_vert_nwindow; Increased stresses on side body pillars 

In all power train load cases, the absence of side windows gives higher strain energy and thus 

less stiffness. Most significantly is the increase in strain energy for pwr_vert_nwindow, which 

increases by +25%. Highest increase in local deformation is also seen for pwr_vert_nwindow. 

In pwr_vert_nwindow the side pillars suffer from higher local deformation which gives the rear 

part of the bus increase displacement in the positive x-direction and in the negative z-direction. 

In reference point KTL the x-displacement increases from 3 to 5 mm, and the z-displacement 

increases from -11 to -20 mm, see Figure 38. Higher stresses are, as for other load cases where 

the side windows are removed, especially found in the middle and top part of the side body 

pillars. 

 

 
 

 

  

Figure 38: Comparison of z-displacement between pwr_vert_nwindow and pwr_vert_cplt. 
Pictures are shown with deformation factor 50 and the same colour scaling. 

Pwr_vert_nwindow Pwr_vert _cplt 

KTL, u= 5 mm, w= -20 mm KTL, u= 3 mm, w= -11 mm 
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5.4 Effect of Roof Sheet 

5.4.1 Strain energies- no roof sheet 

The strain energies for all models without the roof sheet are shown in Table 7.  

 

Simulation Total SE [J] Δ SE [%] 

g_vert_nroof 139 -1 

g_long_nroof 278 -1 

g_lat_nroof 100 -2 

faxle_torsion_nroof 2383 72 

pwr_vert_nroof 541 1 

pwr_long_nroof 13 0 

pwr_lat_nroof 98 1 

Table 7: Strain energies for models without roof sheet. ΔSE [%] is computed as in (eq. 1). 

5.4.2 Gravity, vertical- no roof sheet 

No significant difference 

As indicated by the small change of strain energy, -1%, there is no significant difference for 

either displacement or stress when simulation g_vert_cplt is compared to g_vert_nroof . Since 

the roof sheet is the top part of the bus structure it has no contribution to distribute load from 

any surrounding part, and by removing the roof, the total load on the structure decreases 

slightly. 

5.4.3 Gravity, longitudinal- no roof sheet 

No significant difference 

The global stiffness is not affected by the removal of the roof sheet. The x-displacement over 

the bellow on the left side of the front axle, i.e. node number 277, is still u= -12 mm, as for 

g_long_cplt, and the strain energy is only decreasing by -1%. Further is no significant change in 

local deformation found between g_long_nroof and g_long_cplt. In load case faxle_torsion, the 

roof shows to be important to distribute the load across the door opening between section E and 

F. Node number 447170 on the right side of the door opening and node 293739 on the left side 

of the door opening are compared but there is no difference in either x-, y- or z-displacement 

between g_long_nroof and g_long_cplt. In reference point CML the mean von Mises stress is 

the same for g_long_nroof as for g_long_cplt, i.e. 7 MPa.  

  

5.4.4 Gravity, lateral- no roof sheet 

No significant difference 

The strain energy decreases with -1%, indicating that the change in global stiffness is very 

small when the roof is removed. Less help to distribute the load when the roof is removed 

though makes the deformation locally slightly higher. In load case g_lat the bus is constrained 

in tire 2 and 3 in the y-direction. In g_lat_nroof there is a local deformation with slightly 

increase y-displacement in sections B-D, which are between the constrained tires. For the same 
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simulation the y-displacement in section G-K decreases. In reference point CTL is the 

y-displacement increased by +22%, from -9 to -11mm, and in reference point GTL the 

y-displacement decreased by -10%, from -10 to -9mm. The results are shown in Figure 39.  

 

The stress is changing in the same manner as the displacement. In reference point DFL the 

mean von Mises stress increase from 33 to 40 MPa, i.e. an increase by 18%, which can be 

compared with that the displacement in reference point CTL increased. The displacement 

decreased in reference point GTL and in the same reference point, though for the stress 

comparison elements are chosen instead of one node, the mean von Mises stress decreases from 

57 to 55, i.e. a decrease by -4%. 

 

 

5.4.5 Torsion- no roof sheet 

Highly increased local deformation in front part 

There is a big difference in strain energy for the torsion load case, +72%, which indicates that 

the stiffness decrease remarkably for faxle_torsion_nroof compared to faxle_torsion_cplt. The 

deformation in sections A-E is highly increased for the model faxle_torsion_nroof compared to 

faxle_torsion_cplt. In reference point BTR the y-displacement increased by 260%, from 22 to 

79 mm, and the z-displacement increase by +96%, from -23 to -45 mm,  see Figure 40. At the 

same time less deformation is found in the rear part for faxle_torsion_nroof. In reference point 

KTR the y-displacement has decreased by -84%, from 25 to 4 mm. High local deformation is 

found in the front part of the roof frame and the highest deformation is found between sections 

E-F in faxle_torsion_nroof, this is also where the door opening is. The roof is thus an important 

transportation way for the load across the door openings, since it is an open area without any 

side windows on the right hand side.  

 

 

Figure 39: Comparison of y-displacement between g_lat_nroof and g_lat_cplt. Pictures are shown with 
deformation factor 30 and the same colour scaling. 

G_lat_nroof G_lat_cplt 

CTL, v= -11 mm CTL, v= -9 mm 

GTL, v= -9 mm 
GTL, v= -10 mm 
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Highly increased deformation and stresses in roof frame 

A high load is transferred up to the roof structure when the torsion load case is applied. When 

the roof sheet is removed, the load is only transferred via the roof frame, which gives 

significantly higher stresses in the roof frame. In a reference point on the roof frame in section F 

the von Mises stress increases from 5 to 85 MPa, i.e. about 16 times higher, when 

faxle_torsion_nroof is compared to faxle_torsion_cplt, see Figure 41. Since the loading is 

absorbed more locally in faxle_torsion_nroof, the load that is transferred to the back of the bus 

is greatly reduced. In faxle_torsion_nroof the mean von Mises stress in reference point KMR 

therefore decrease by -46%, from 69 to 37 MPa, see Figure 42.  

 

  

Figure 41: von Mises stress for faxle_torsion_nroof, shown with deformation factor 10. 

Figure 40: Comparison of y-displacement between faxle_torsion_nroof and faxle_torsion_cplt. 
Pictures are shown with deformation factor 10, but with different colour scaling. 

Faxle_torsion_nroof Faxle_torsion_cplt 

BTR, v=79 mm, w=-45 mm BTR, v=22 mm, w=-23 mm 

KTR, v=4 mm, w=11 mm KTR, v=25 mm, w=-2 mm 

F, roof 
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5.4.6 Power train load cases for nroof 

No significant difference 

In the power train load cases the weight of the roof doesn’t matter, and the roof then only 

contributes with higher stiffness. The strain energy is unchanged for pwr_long_nroof and 

increases by +1 % for both pwr_vert_nroof and pwr_lat_nroof.  Stress and deformation are 

negligible higher in the rear part of the bus for the simulations when a power train load case is 

applied to the model cplt_nroof compared to when applied to the model cplt. As an example is 

the z-displacement for pwr_vert_nroof and pwr_vert_cplt compared, see Figure 43. In 

reference point KTR the z-displacement unchanged when pwr_vert_nroof is compared to 

pwr_vert_cplt. From the results it can be concluded that the roof doesn’t affect the stiffness of 

the bus body significantly for the power train load cases. 

 

 

Figure 43: Comparison z-deformation between pwr_vert_nroof and pwr_vert_cplt. Pictures are 
shown with the same colour scaling and with deformation factor 20. 

Pwr_vert_nroof Pwr_vert _cplt 

KTR, w= -15 mm KTR, w= -15 mm 

Figure 42: Comparison of von Mises stresses between faxle_torsion_nroof and faxle_torsion_cplt. 
Pictures are shown with deformation factor 1 and with the same colour scaling. 

Faxle_torsion_nroof Faxle_torsion_cplt 

KMR, vM= 69MPa KMR, vM= 37MPa 
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5.5 Effect of Stiffening Plate 

The strain energies for all models without the stiffening plate are shown in Table 8.  

 

Simulation Total SE [J] Δ SE [%] 

g_vert_nside 139 0 

g_long_nside 276 -2 

g_lat_nside 107 5 

faxle_torsion_nside 1423 3 

pwr_vert_nside 540 1 

pwr_long_nside 13 0 

pwr_lat_nside 100 3 

Table 8: Strain energies for models without the stiffening plate. ΔSE [%] is computed as in (eq. 

1). 

5.5.1 Gravity, vertical- no stiffening plate 

No significant difference 

There is no significant difference in displacement when simulation g_vert_nside is compared to 

g_vert_cplt. In reference point KTR and GTR for simulation g_vert_nside the z-displacements 

are -6 mm and -1 mm, respectively, i.e. the same as for g_vert_cplt. In Figure 30 the reference 

points are pointed out for g_vert_cplt. The difference in stress is also negligible. In reference 

point HFL the mean von Mises stress for both g_vert_nside and g_vert_cplt is 23MPa. On the 

inside of the stiffening plate is the reinforcement plate that is mounted between the side body 

pillars, see Figure 44. When the stiffening plate is removed the load is transported through the 

reinforcement plate and the side body pillars. The purpose to distribute load is therefore not 

important for the stiffening plate in the load case g_vert. No difference in strain energy also 

indicated that the global stiffness doesn’t change when the stiffening plate is removed. 

 

 

Figure 44: Reinforcement plate shown in brown colour. 

Reinforcement plate 
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5.5.2 Gravity, longitudinal – no stiffening plate 

Slightly increased local deformation 

As for g_vert_nside is the property to distribute load taken care of by the reinforcement plate. 

The x-displacement over the bellow on the left side of the front axle is unchanged if the values 

are rounded off to integers, i.e. u= -12 mm in node 277 for both g_long_nside and g_long_cplt. 

If also the first decimal for the x-displacement in node 277 is compared, the values are u= -11.8 

mm for g_long_cplt and u= -11.7 mm for g_long_nside. Since the whole bus gets a decrease in 

x-displacement of -0.1 mm it will give a significant decrease in the strain energy. For 

g_long_nside the relative difference in strain energy compared to g_long_cplt is -2%, which in 

this case falsely indicate a small increase in the global stiffness. Local deformation is instead 

slightly increased. In reference point CML the mean von Mises stress increases from 7 to 

8MPa, i.e. an increase of +13%. 

5.5.3 Gravity, lateral- no stiffening plate 

Slightly increased shearing 

When the gravity is applied in the lateral direction the stiffening plate help the structure to resist 

the global shearing of the bus body in the y-z-plane. By removing the stiffening plate the 

structure thus shear more easily and therefore increased y-displacements are found in 

g_lat_nside. The difference in displacement is thought small and a change is found in the first 

decimal of the y-displacements in reference point BTR and KTR, see Figure 45. As for the 

other gravitational load cases, does the mass of the panel add load. Since the strain energy 

increases by +5% when the stiffening plate is removed it can thus be concluded that the 

stiffening plate do more work than add load to the surrounding structure. 

 

 

5.5.4 Faxle_torsion_nside 

Slightly increase in global and local deformation 

The load case faxle_torsion made a big effect when the side windows and roof sheet were 

removed, but only a small change when the stiffening plate was removed. The strain energy 

Figure 45: Comparison of y-displacement between g_lat_nside and g_lat_cplt, shown with 
deformation factor 20 and the same colour scaling. 

G_lat_nside G_lat_cplt 

BTR, v=-9.2 mm BTR, v=-8.8 mm 

KTR, v=-10.3 mm 
KTR, v=-9.7 mm 
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increases with +3% for faxle_torsion_nside compared to faxle_torsion_cplt. There is a small 

change in deformation between faxle_torsion_nside and faxle_torsion_cplt. In reference point 

BTR the y-deformation decreases by -5%, from 22 to 21 mm, and the z-deformation is 

unchanged. In reference point KTR the y-deformation increases by +4%, from 25 to 26 mm, 

and the z-deformation is unchanged. The stresses are not changing much either between 

faxle_torsion_nside and faxle_torsion_cplt. In reference area GTL is the mean von Mises stress 

increasing by +10%, from 108 to 119 MPa, and in reference area IFL is the mean von Mises 

stress increasing by +2%, from 90 to 92 MPa. 

 

 
 

5.5.5 Power train load cases for nside 

In the power train load cases the weight of the stiffening plate doesn’t matter, and the stiffening 

plate then only contributes with higher stiffness. Therefore will the strain energy increase for all 

power train load cases when the stiffening plate is removed. For all simulations done when a 

power train load case is applied gives the highest deformation is in the rearmost part of the bus, 

for both the model cplt_nside and cplt. The change in deformation is very small for 

pwr_vert_nside compared to pwr_vert_cplt and for pwr_long_nside compared to 

pwr_long_cplt. When pwr_lat_nside is compared to pwr_lat_cplt the change in deformation is 

still small but slightly higher compared to the other power train load cases. In reference point 

KTL there is a negligible increase in y-displacement, from -4.1 to -4.4 mm, when 

pwr_lat_nside is compared to pwr_lat_cplt, see Figure 47. In KTL the change in 

z-displacement is also small; it increases from -0.8 mm to -1.2 mm. The change in stress for all 

power train load cases is also negligible, and no result from any reference point is presented 

here. From the results it can therefore be assumed that the stiffening plate isn’t important to 

either distribute or take up load. 

Figure 46: Comparison in y-displacement between faxle_torsion_nside and faxle_torsion_cplt. 
Pictures are shown with deformation factor 10 and the same colour scaling 

Faxle_torsion_nside Faxle_torsion_cplt 

BTR, v=22 mm, w= -23 mm 

KTR, v=25 mm, w= -2 mm KTR, v=26 mm, w= -2 mm 

BTR, v= 21 mm, w= -23 mm 
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Figure 47: Y-displacement shown with deformation factor 40 and with the same colour scaling in 
both pictures. 

Pwr_lat_nside Pwr_lat _cplt 

KTL, v= -4.4 mm, w= -1.2 mm KTL, v= -4.1 mm, w= -0.8 mm 
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5.6 Effect of thickness of panels 

 

The effect of different thickness of the side windows doesn’t affect the stiffness considerably. 

To be able to see the difference and the sign of the change, the strain energies are shown with 

one decimal in Table 9. For all gravitational load cases, thinner windows (3+3 mm) give less 

strain energy, and thus increased stiffness, than thicker windows. When the mass of the 

windows is reduced, the windows subject less force to the surrounding structure and the effect 

of distributing the load still remains. In the load case faxle_torsion the mass of the structure 

doesn’t influence the load, since no body load is applied. Thicker windows gives increase 

stiffness and therefore does the strain energy decrease in faxle_torsion_cplt_w5mm compared 

to faxle_torsion_cplt. The same effect, as seen in the load case faxle_torsion, would also have 

been seen for the power train load cases, since no body load is applied in those load cases either. 

 

Simulation Total SE [J] Δ SE [%] 

g_vert_cplt_w3mm 137 -2.2 

g_vert_cplt_w5mm 142 1.8 

g_long_cplt_w3mm 275 -2.3 

g_long_cplt_w5mm 288 2.2 

g_lat_cplt_w3mm 98 -4.2 

g_lat_cplt_w5mm 106 4.3 

faxle_torsion_w3mm 1388 0.1 

faxle_torsion_w5mm 1384 -0.1 

Table 9: Strain energies for models where the thickness of the side windows is changed. ΔSE 

[%] is computed as in (eq. 1). 
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6 Conclusion 

6.1 Design 

The bus skeleton is the structure that mainly takes up load in the bus body, and for example 

does regulation R66 ensure that the bus skeleton take up load satisfactorily. Exterior panels and 

e.g. the reinforcement plate on the inside of the stiffening plate, have the purpose to distribute 

load. By distributing the load, the load uptake gets more efficient since a bigger part of the bus 

structure is used to take up the load. Every participating part can then be dimensioned to take up 

a smaller load, which saves material and thus weight. 

 

Primary, the side windows enhance the stiffness by the distributing load that reaches the side 

windows, to the surrounding structure. This effect is clearly seen in the gravity load case in the 

longitudinal direction, in the torsion load case and in the power train load case when loaded in 

the vertical direction. Secondary, the side windows decrease the stiffness, since the weight of 

the windows itself acts as a load on the surrounding structure when exposed to a gravity field. 

To decrease the thickness of the side windows improves the stiffness according to the 

simulations.  

 

The roof sheet has a similar function as the side windows for the stiffness of the bus body. The 

roof sheet’s main contribution to improve the stiffness of the bus body is to transfer load over 

the structure, and especially important is the role to transfer load across the door openings. The 

roof sheet is of greatest use to distribute load in the torsion load case. As for the side windows, 

does the weight of the roof sheet act as a force to the surrounding structure when a gravity field 

is applied, which decreases the stiffness of the bus body. 

 

The results show that the stiffening plate only has a small effect on the total stiffness of the bus 

body. The stiffening plate helps to distribute load but it is not important for this task since the 

reinforcement plate also distribute load in the same area. As for all parts its mass acts as a force 

on surrounding structure when a gravity field is applied, the stiffening plate is no exception. 

 

6.2 Calculation 

When simulations are done on a whole bus and the model is wanted to be simplified in order to 

save computational time, it is important to consider the following observations:  

Side windows affect the stiffness for all tested load cases, with increased importance for the 

load case where a gravity field is applied in the longitudinal direction, for the torsion load case 

and when a load is applied to the power train in vertical direction. The roof sheet has a high 

impact on the stiffness in the torsion load case, but has negligible influence on the stiffness of 

the bus body for the other tested load cases. The stiffening plate has little influence on the 

stiffness of the bus body in general and is negligible for all tested load cases except for when a 

lateral load is applied as either a gravity field or locally to the power train. 
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Appendix A - changes in origin model, non_modified.inp 

 

*List of used parameters in Appendix A: 

k= spring constant, unit N/mm  

E= Young’s modulus, unit MPa 

G= shear modulus, unit MPa 

ν= Poisson’s ratio, unitless 

 

Removed parts 

Removed from non_modified.inp are mics-masses (unknown why they appear in the model), 

the hybrid and its associated masses for its battery, electronics and cooler (MS 

469135;hybrid_batteri_235kg_3, MS469136;hybrid_elektronik_32kg_4, 

MS469137;hybrid_kylare_38kg_5). The gas tanks are also removed. The hole in the roof sheet 

where the hybrid had been is covered by new elements with the same properties as the roof 

sheet. 

 

 

Corrected elements 

A connection between the rearmost roof and the bus structure on the right hand side of the bus 

was missing, see Figure 48. New MPC- elements are inserted in this area. The window between 

section J and K on RHS was missing glue along the contact to the J-pillar, see Figure 48. New 

spring elements, modelling glue, is added. 

 
Figure 48: Red ring: connection between roof and bus structure is missing. Blue ring: window 

is loose. 

The window between section H and I on LHS was missing glue along the contact to the I-pillar, 

see Figure 49. New spring elements, modelling glue, is added. The lower side panel between 

pillar I and J on LHS was missing elements to connect the side panel to the frame, see Figure 

49. A connection is here established. 
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Figure 49:Red ring: window is loose. Blue ring: lower side panel is loose. 

AC aggregate was connected to the roof with *MPC LINK, which only has the three translation 

degrees of freedom fixed. These elements are changed into *MPC BEAM, which has all six 

degrees of freedom fixed. 

 

 

Changed element parameters 

Spring constants have been changed for the “glue”-elements, since they were too stiff. New 

values for spring constants are picked from the values used for the models in report BE0404. 

P1627;SIKASIDOR_2, dof 1, k*= 149000 → 791.0 [N/mm] 

P1630;SIKASIDOR_1, dof 2, k=7.380 e7 → 2689.0 [N/mm] 

P1622;SIKASIDOR, dof 3, k=149000 → 791.0 [N/mm] 

Elements at front axle changed, e.g. P442, 444, 447, 448, 449, 450, 452, 453, 454, 455, 

434-439, 441: E*= from 206800 to 210000 [MPa], G*=  80000 → 80770 [MPa] 

P426;BALKAR + all parts on haft shaft that are of element type ”beam general section”: E= 

2.068e+08 → 210000 [MPa], G= 8.079e+07→ 80770 [MPa] 

P530 to 534: E= 206.8 → 210000 [MPa], G= 80.790→ 80770 [MPa] 

 

 

Changes on material parameters 

M19;M-PLY: E= 13000 → E= 5000 [MPa] 

M8;ALU-ROOF: ν =0,31 → ν* = 0,3 

M28;ALUMIN: ν =0,31 → ν = 0,3 

M30;GENERIC_ISOTROPIC_STEEL, M35;STEEL: E=206800 → E=210000 [MPa], ν =0,29 

→ ν =0,3 

M2;STEEICL94: E=206800 → E=210000 [MPa], ν =0,29 → ν =0,3 

M34;KLASSE32X: E=206800 → E=210000 [MPa], ν =0,29 → ν =0,3  

M39;BAKAXELSTEEL: E=206800 → E=210000 [MPa], ν =0,29 → ν =0,3 

M40;BLOCK MATERIAL: E=206800 → E=210000 [MPa], ν =0,29 → ν =0,3 

M42;ALUCL94: ν =0,31 → ν =0,3 
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Appendix B – Reference points and areas 

The node number that corresponds to all reference points used to find displacements are 

described in Table 10. 

 

Reference point Node nr 

BTR 481249 

CML 414318 

CTL 604633 

ETL 198022 

EML 206770 

GTL 662549 

GTR 662568 

KTL 845 

KTR 83976 

KML 85217 

Table 10: List of reference points used in the comparison with corresponding node number. 

The position for elements used for each reference area, from which the mean von Mises stress 

in computed are described with the pictures below. After the name of the reference area the 

simulation from where the pictures are chosen is written within parenthesis. The numbers of the 

elements used for each reference area is written in the pictures. 

 

 
 

HFL  (g_vert_cplt) 

Element nr: 672726, 672766, 672763, 672758, 672751 
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DFL  (g_lat_cplt) 

Element nr: 360071, 360068, 360044, 360041, 360037 

CML  (g_long_cplt) 

Element nr: 357636, 357634, 357633, 289329, 284998, 284996 
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IFL  (faxle_torsion_cplt) 

Element nr: 492652, 493976, 493962, 493969, 492651, 493961, 493968, 493975 

GTL  (g_lat_cplt) 

Element nr: 983618, 983616, 983613, 983614, 983611, 983610 
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F, roof  (faxle_torsion_nroof) 

Element nr: 417768, 417767, 417717, 417716, 180186, 180185, 179605, 179604 

KMR  (faxle_torsion_cplt) 

Element nr: 93794, 94328, 94326, 94324, 94149 

CTL  (g_long_nwindow) 

Element nr: 400539, 400399, 400396, 395858, 400538, 400397, 400392, 395857 
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Appendix C - Pictures of Boundary conditions 

The figures below describe the boundary conditions for the gravitational load cases and the 

torsion load case. The red dots in the figures describe where boundary conditions and point 

forces are to be applied. Text in green color state which degree of freedom are to be constrained 

in the red dots.  

Boundary conditions for vertical load case 

 

Figure 50: Vertical load case. 

Boundary conditions for lateral load case 

 

Figure 51: Lateral load case. 
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Boundary conditions for longitudinal load case 

 

Figure 52: Longitudinal load case 

Boundary conditions for torsion load case 

 

Figure 53: Torsion load case 

 

 


